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A package for mrs. jewls vocabulary test

in: Wayside School Is Falling Down chapters, Book chapters View source Comments Share “ Thank you, Louis, I’ve been trying to teach them about gravity all morning. We had been using pencils and pieces of paper, but the computer was a lot quicker. ” — Mrs. Jewls Illustrated by Tim Heitz. Wayside School Is Falling Down "Louis" (main series)"After School" (overall) "A Package for Mrs. Jewls" is the first
chapter of Wayside School Is Falling Down. Synopsis Louis has to carry a heavy package to Mrs. Jewls's class. Plot This chapter opens with Louis frowning as he looks at the messy schoolyard, covered with pencils and sheets of paper. He doesn't want to pick it up, because that's not his job, but ultimately does it, because he doesn't want the kids to play on a messy playground. However, he is soon
interrupted by a man with big bushy hair driving a delivery truck. He says he has a package for Mrs. Jewls, and Louis offers to take it, but the deliveryman notes he has to take it to Mrs. Jewls. Louis, knowing the long way up and how much the children hate being interrupted when they're learning, says he's Mrs. Jewls and takes the package. The package is so large, he can hardly see anything, but
fortunately, he knows that Mrs. Jewls's class is straight up. The chapter notes that when Wayside School was built, it was built thirty stories tall, and Mrs. Jewls's class was on the top floor. It's Louis's favorite class. He starts up the stairs, because Wayside School has no elevators. There are also stairs downstairs, to the basement, but no one goes there. There are dead rats living in the basement. The box
squished up against his nose, but even then, he can still smell Miss Mush preparing her Mushroom Surprise. He continues up the stairs, as sore as he may be, because he believes the package could be important. He steps up easily from the eighteenth story to the twentieth, because there is no nineteenth story. The book mentions that Miss Zarves teaches the nineteenth story and there is no Miss Zarves.
At last, he reaches the thirtieth story and knocks on the door with his head. Mrs. Jewls was teaching her class about gravity when Louis knocked, and invites him to come in, but Louis can't because his hands are full. Mrs. Jewls asks who wants to open the door for Louis, and everyone raises their hands, because they love to be interrupted when they are working. Mrs. Jewls decides that they can hold a
spelling bee to open the door, and everyone likes the idea. Most students spell different synonymous words than the ones given, but Mrs. Jewls is fine with that. Meanwhile, Louis feels his arms going numb until John finally opens the door. Louis starts inside, but John wants to shake his hand. Louis briefly shuffles the box to one arm to shake his hand, then quickly grabs it with both again. Louis asks where
Mrs. Jewls wants the box, but Mrs. Jewls points that he can't put it down, because they might accidentally open the box the wrong way. So Mrs. Jewls stands on a nearby chair as she opens up the box, and finds a computer inside. Everybody boos, noting that if they have to do work faster, that means they'll get more assignments every day. Mrs. Jewls has Louis place the computer on the counter as he
falls over, then Mrs. Jewls demonstrates how to use it. She pushes the computer out the window as part of her lesson on gravity, and the class watches it smash against the sidewalk. She thanks Louis, saying they were trying to work with pencils and paper all day, but the computer was a lot faster. Characters Trivia A reference to this chapter is made in Wayside: The Movie. Gallery Foreign editions Peter
Allen illustration (UK)Hillar Mets illustration (Estonia)Unknown illustrator (China, Traditional Chinese)Satoshi Kitamura illustration (Japan)Add a photo to this gallery Wayside School Is Falling Down chapters Book chapters Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. This week (8/24) we will be reading a humorous fictional selection entitled, A Package for Mrs. Jewls, an excerpt
from Wayside School is Falling Down.  We will continue to focus on story elements, such as characters, setting, plot, conflict, and solution, with more practice summarizing the selection, and adding a vocabulary study.  Listed below is the vocabulary we will focus on this week.  Students will take a comprehension quiz this Wednesday and a vocabulary quiz this Thursday.  Click on the title A Package for
Mrs. Jewls to access a reading of the story. shifted – moved or changed position struggled – tried but still had difficulty wobbled – moved unsteadily from side to side staggered – walked very unsteadily interrupted – stopped briefly disturbing – upsetting specialty – a featured item or attraction squashing – crushing or flattening collapsed – fell down numb – having very little sensation or feeling Click on the
word Quizlet to access practice activities for these terms.
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